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Abstract

Teacher education is critical to the successful implementation of health education in schools. This paper reports on the implementation of a pilot module in health education with initial teacher education students, which was offered on an optional basis to Physical Education graduate diploma students, in the University of Limerick, Ireland. Nine students decided to participate. The module was experiential and innovative in design. Pre and post tests were administered to students via questionnaire examining attitude, knowledge and experiences of Social Personal and Health Education. In addition a focus group was held with participants on completion of the module to gain a deeper understanding of their perspectives and experiences. The results indicate that as a result of exposure to health education, students reported increased confidence and interest in teaching SPHE in schools. Therefore, exposure to health education during initial teacher education has great potential as it can promote a positive disposition towards the subject. This paper challenges current provision of Health Education in initial teacher education and calls for a paradigm shift in policy, in this regard.

1. Introduction

Schools are recognised as important settings for health promotion (HP) [1,2]. They provide access to a wide audience and give the opportunity to provide health messages early in the lifespan. In so doing it promotes individual health behaviour gain in a sustained manner, thereby, increasing the potential health gain of a nation. Health education has significant influence on people’s decision making, and perceptions of health. Behaviours that have a profound effect on health status, such as physical activity levels and dietary choices are established during the schooling years of many young people [3].

The emphasis of health promotion in schools has moved beyond the traditional health education class and into a more comprehensive settings approach. An effective school health education programme is one that combines health education with other health-promoting initiatives in the school, and involves parents, families and the community [4, 5, 6]. This approach signals a movement away from the health class per se, as the only place of information in relation to health. The World Health Organisation (WHO) have defined a Health Promoting School (HPS) as a school that is “constantly strengthening its capacity to be a healthy setting for living, learning and working by focusing on all the conditions that effect health” [7]. A whole school approach is multifaceted in nature and is advocated to be more effective than classroom only or single intervention approaches in achieving health and educational outcomes [8, 9].

The Irish education system has a specific post primary subject for health education entitled Social Personal and Health Education (SPHE). This subject has been a compulsory addition to the post primary curriculum for over a decade and while teacher in-service training is provided (40 hours professional development), it remains that pre-service teacher training provision is less than optimal. While implementation of the subject indicates policy commitment to health education, to do so with limited teacher education is clearly problematic, especially if a whole school approach is expected from schools. The Department of Education and Skills [10] policy statement clearly articulates that “all teachers are teachers of SPHE”. Yet in many schools engagement is limited to only those teachers who are teaching SPHE. Those who are teaching SPHE are often the only ones nominated to attend SPHE in-service professional development. Therefore, appreciation and knowledge of the subject is not promoted across the whole staff which is incongruent with the policy statement that “all teachers are teachers of SPHE” [10]. Even more problematic is that many teachers continue to teach SPHE without any professional development at all [11].

Given that the majority of teachers have no exposure to this subject in their initial teacher education it is not surprising that they feel inadequately trained [12]. The authors advocate that more teacher education is required for teachers in order to deepen their confidence and skills in the area. In addition Irish teachers’ knowledge of health promoting schools is also significantly limited. Irish policy has recommended implementation of SPHE
within a HPS framework but this is hindered by lack of clarity on the abstract nature of the concept and practical applications involved [11].

The situation in Ireland is not unique as is evidenced by the literature which advocates for initial teacher education in health education globally [13]. Teacher education is a central factor linked to the quality of project implementation in schools [14]. Studies show that teachers who have received health promotion training tend to be involved more frequently in health promotion projects and have a more comprehensive approach to health education [15]. In order to make significant health and education gains through schools, there is a need for increased professional development of teachers [16].

Clift and Jensen [17] have advocated for the provision of appropriate teacher training in health related learning and teaching methods. The literature has recognised universities as key players in building teacher capacity in health education and has made recommendations that space be made on the curriculum for health promotion in pre-service teacher education [18]. In order for real change to occur in schools, universities need to be responsive to school needs. The teacher is a fundamental agent in school health promotion [19] and teacher training is thus a key player in the development of health education and promotion in schools [13].

Teachers have varying perspectives on how they see their role in health promotion which is very much dependent on their subject but also their own epistemologies of teaching [14]. Exposure to health education/health promotion is critical in initial teacher education in order for a shift in teacher thinking so that all teachers perceive they have a role to play in the affective development of students [14]. The aim of this research was to seek to increase pre-service teachers’ knowledge and interest in teaching health matters and increase their competency in integrating a health promoting schools agenda into their practice. It also sought to address student teachers’ attitudes toward SPHE and also, where relevant, to challenge deeply held perceptions of the subject.

2. Methods

A six week health education module was devised and implemented in the University of Limerick, in an effort to increase teacher education in the area. The module was offered to all students in their final semester of a post graduate diploma programme in Teacher Education (consecutive model) in the discipline of Physical Education. Nine out of a full cohort of twenty three students elected to participate in the module. The module arose following from a study that had identified the core competencies for health education teachers [20]. These competencies included; general content knowledge of health issues, pedagogical health content knowledge, promotion of teacher as a 'researcher', communication skills, willingness to participate in whole school approaches to health, as well as obtaining the skills necessary in planning, implementing and evaluating whole school approaches to health, knowledge of health curricula, and promotion of ethical thinking skills [20]. Having identified these competencies, it was then decided to create and pilot a module for initial teacher education that aimed to develop these competencies.

The emphasis on the module was to develop these knowledge, attitude and skills within the student teachers, through the content and pedagogy used as well as through the assessment of the module. The teaching and learning methods used throughout were experiential and modelled the pedagogy encouraged in Irish SPHE classrooms. Topics covered included; a critical examination of SPHE curricula, at Junior and Senior cycle; an exploration of the Health Promoting School framework; an investigation of the place of affective education in schools; awareness creation around available teaching resources and opportunities for further training. Content also specifically included; diet and physical activity, alcohol use, relationships and sexuality and bullying. There was a dual purpose in the way this content was handled; 1) to increase students content and pedagogical knowledge on the topic and 2) to heighten awareness of their own health behaviours. A reflective pedagogical approach was employed to enhance their awareness of their own health behaviour.

A mixed methods approach was employed for data collection. “The combination of both forms of data provides a better understanding of a research problem than one type of data alone” [21]. For the purposes of this research study, a pre and post test (questionnaire) was administered to participants as well as a focus group conducted on module completion. The student teachers also kept a reflective journal for the duration of their module studies which provided a deeper insight into their learning. For the purposes of this paper, the results from the questionnaires and the focus group will be discussed.

Questionnaire data were inputted into SPSS and descriptive analysis conducted on the data. The focus group was transcribed verbatim and pseudonyms given to the participants to protect their anonymity. The transcript was inputted into the software package MaxQDA and thematic analysis as per Boyatzis, [22] was conducted.

Ethical approval was sought and granted by the University of Limerick’s Research Ethics Committee.
3. Results

3.1. Participant profile

Six of the participants were female while the remaining three were male. The majority of students (n=5) that took part in the module were between 23 and 25 years of age, one person was aged between 26 and 28 years and the remaining three participants were 29 years and over. Seven of the participants had no experience of the school subject at post primary level.

3.2. Value of SPHE

On a semantic differential scale in the pre-module questionnaire, participants were asked to rate how they perceived the value of SPHE (1 being extremely valuable and 5 being not at all valuable).
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Figure 1. Value of SPHE

Only one person rated it as extremely valuable while three people rated it as 2 and another three students rated it as 3 on the scale. The remaining two participants rated it as 4 while no participant rated it as a 5(not at all valuable). When participants were asked to expand on their responses it appeared that students were not very sure of what the subject involved but expected it to be worthwhile, for example:

"I'm not very sure of what the subject entails" (Q.R. 2).

"I have limited knowledge of the subject but I expect it is extremely valuable" (Q.R. 4).

"I have no experience in SPHE but from talking to other teachers, students have alot to gain from taking part in the class" (Q.R. 7).

However, exposure to the module changed these ratings. When asked how valuable the students thought the subject SPHE was on module completion, eight of the participants rated it as 1 (extremely valuable) while one person rated it as a 2 on the 5 point semantic differential scale. When asked to further comment, the students spoke of the relevance of the subject to young people's lives.

"The relevance of SPHE components and young people is unbelievable" (Q.R. 1).

"Very important for children in today's society with so many issues affecting health" (Q.R. 4).

On completion of the module when participants were asked to describe their attitude toward SPHE, they were extremely enthusiastic and positive about the subject.

"Initially I had no experience of SPHE and now I realise the importance and the value it has within a school" (Q.R. 2).

"I thoroughly enjoyed the module. My attitude has definitely changed on SPHE to be honest. I never really rated it, but now I feel it is so important in schools. More important than many other subjects that are on the curriculum" (Q.R. 6).

"A valuable module that should be covered in secondary schools to help and educate students about important issues" (Q.R. 9).

It is clear that exposure to SPHE during their initial teacher education promoted a positive disposition to the subject among the participants.

The theme of the value of SPHE also emerged during the focus group. Participants questioned why SPHE is one of the few subjects that is compulsory in all schools and yet is least valued in practice.

"It's actually compulsory in all schools and there are very few subjects that are that so why isn't more worth in it? Why isn't there more value in it?" (Adrian).

Suggestions that were put forward as to why this is the case. Firstly, the fact that it is not an examinable subject was discussed. "It's not examined, it's not valued" (Amy). They felt that most teachers in schools feel their role is to "get the grades in the junior cert and leaving cert" (Mary) and part of the reason for this was "that's how they are known as a good school" (Amy). They compared it to their own subject, Physical Education which they believed is also undervalued.

"People's perceptions of it...students don't learn a thing. We don't have much preparation but there's actually a lot more to it than people actually recognise" (Tim).

The suggestion was put forward that it is up to the individual teachers to make the subject worthwhile
and create value in SPHE. Another reason suggested for the lack of status afforded to SPHE was the coercing of teachers into teaching the subject.

"whereas if the principal actually asks volunteers to teach it, they are obviously going to value it more" (Katie).

When asked whether they would volunteer for the teaching of SPHE, this was met with a chorus of positive affirmations. Participants also articulated concern that anyone can teach SPHE and there is no specific qualification for the subject which also contributes to the lack of value associated with the subject.

"I know people in our course that went on teaching practice and if someone asked them what is your second subject they were always embarrassed to say SPHE as their second subject" (Michelle).

3.3. Confidence teaching SPHE

Before undertaking the module students were asked to rate on a 5 point semantic differential scale, how confident they would be to teach SPHE in school upon graduation.

Two people picked 1 (very confident) while one person said 5 (not at all confident). Of the remaining six students, one person rated it a 2 while three participants rated it a 3 and the two participants rated it a 4. When students were asked to describe their attitude toward SPHE, there was a mixed response. Four of the responses were centered on the fact that they felt uneducated on the topic and thus unable to adequately describe their attitude toward the subject.

"I am quite uneducated on the topic, thus leaving me with a weak opinion and not much of an attitude" (Q.R. 3).

"I don't know enough about it at the moment" (Q.R. 8).

Other attitudes included that it was an important subject in order to educate students holistically and also that it was a class that offered a lot of potential;

"I believe SPHE is a great interactive class which offers students and teachers a chance to explore issues which they will never get to do again in an ed. setting. I think the teachers input and prep is as important if not more so than the student" (Q.R. 7).

One student alluded to the fact that this class is often "labelled as a free class" thus addressing the lack of status afforded to the subject at post primary level.

However, exposure to the module had quite an impact on their responses with five students rating their confidence as 1 (very confident) while the remaining four students rated their confidence as 2 (confident) on module completion.

3.4. Planning to teach SPHE

Prior to exposure to the module eight of the participants said they planned to teach SPHE once qualified while one person was unsure. It became apparent when participants were asked to further comment on this question the main reason they planned to teach SPHE was in order to gain employment

"If needed I will, however geography and PE would be my main subjects as I am more confident in teaching them" (Q.R. 1).

"It will stand to me once I'm qualified and seeking employment" (Q.R. 2).

Teaching it, for some, appeared "unavoidable", as they believed "all teachers are being asked to cover some form of SPHE" (Q.R. 5). Participants were asked the same question on completion of the module and all of the participants said they plan to teach SPHE as a subject once qualified. The reasons cited differed from the pre module questionnaire and were now based on the value of the subject as well as the enjoyment generated from exposure to the module rather than the initial less altruistic motives of gaining employment post-graduation.

"The enjoyment I got in the class and the difference it could make to students" (Q.R. 3).

"This class, as see how important it is" (Q.R. 4).

3.5. Importance of pre-service exposure to health education

The importance of exposure to health education in pre-service teacher education became apparent from the participants own discussions during the focus
group. They voiced concern about teachers not being exposed to SPHE during pre-service training arguing that exposure can have an important effect on a teachers' attitude and disposition to teaching the subject,

"... if I had gone in teaching without doing this, I might not have understood how important it actually is when you delve into it" (Sally).

"I would have assumed that SPHE was a farcy subject but after doing the course you do realise how important it is but we are like the people who are uneducated in schools who are the teachers" (Amy).

"I think that if teachers are teaching SPHE it should be an accredited subject" (Michelle).

The students clearly indicated increased comfort and confidence in teaching SPHE post exposure to it during their pre-service education, arguing that it was important teachers were educated on this subject.

3.6. Participation in the module

When asked why they had decided to participate in the module, in the pre-module questionnaire, all of the participants cited reasons attributable to gaining employment in the future,

"...to enable me to teach another subject" (Q.R. 2).

"Something extra to put on the CV Making me more employable having a third subject. Convenient that it is during term time" (Q.R. 3).

"To get as many 'add ons' with my qualification as possible, I've paid a lot of money to be in UL, so need as many qualifications as possible" (Q.R. 8).

When participants were asked what they hoped to gain from the module, a range of answers were received which included increased knowledge, skills and experience of the subject as well as greater understanding of the subject and its value.

Participants were asked to what extent each of the module objectives had been met. Each objective was put on a seven point semantic differential scale, ranging from 1 - objective fully met to 7 - objective not at all met. Participants identified that all the objectives had been sufficiently met. All nine of the participants felt that three objectives had been fully met and rated them as a 1 on the semantic differential scale; 1) To explore various experiential learning and teaching methodologies for SPHE; 2) To enable students to critically reflect on their role as a teacher of the whole person and not just a teacher of Physical Education and 3) To promote discussion on the place of SPHE within schools. While seven participants chose 1 for the remaining three objectives and two participants chose 2; 4) To become familiar with the SPHE syllabus and health promoting school framework; 5) To develop students self awareness of their own health behaviour and 6) To develop students critical thinking skills in terms of the Irish education system.

The students were asked their thoughts on the module, post completion and all of the comments received were positive in nature.

"The module was so effective in instilling the core values of SPHE, methodologies used were novel, new and entertaining. Learning these new ideas was great and opened my mind up to thinking of new methodologies to use in SPHE" (Q.R. 1).

"Very interesting, very informative, very enjoyable, very fun" (Q.R. 7).

"I really enjoyed the module and feel confident going to a school to teach it (if I have the opportunity)" (Q.R. 2).

Two of the participants alluded to the idea that the module should be extended in length,

"I would have loved if we had a few more weeks covering other topics" (Q.R. 2) and "more than 6 weeks would be beneficial" (Q.R. 6).

On completion of the module students identified having increased "confidence in teaching SPHE", "greater insight into the process of teaching it", "better ideas and content knowledge", recognition of "the importance of discussion in an SPHE class which you get from not looking at a book all of the time, using interesting methodologies" and "the importance of the role we play in children's development".

3.7. Learnings from the module

A variety of answers were given when they were asked, "What did you learn on this module?" Some of the participants cited content knowledge including curriculum and syllabus knowledge.

"I learned exactly what was in it, what were the strands were and what you should be teaching" (Amy).

Classroom based pedagogy was also discussed and the various methods used, where students felt that the ideas presented in this regard were "interesting" (Michelle) and the "ideas were brilliant that you can definitely use" (Amy). The students also felt the assessment of the module also contributed to their
learning because they had to create lesson plans that would be shared with everyone and also gain experience teaching a lesson.

"[I liked] the assessment part of it... initially I was like grrr but if you do put a lot of effort into the four lessons, everybody can take it and use it" (Mary).

When participants were asked to finish the sentence ‘I thought the course was...’ the words used were 'helpful', 'effective', 'delivered very well', 'educational', 'enjoyable', 'informative', 'valuable', 'enjoyable', 'caring' and 'inclusive'. They also indicated that the enthusiasm of the teacher educator is really important to the success of the subject, "it rubs off on us. The enthusiasm is infectious...caring in content and caring in process" (Adrian).

Other outcomes listed included "confidence in teaching SPHE", "greater insight into the process of teaching it", "better ideas and content knowledge", "pedagogy", "the importance of discussion in an SPHE class which you get from not looking at a book all of the time, using interesting methodologies" and "the importance of the role we play in children's development".

3.8. Participant Recommendations

Participants indicated the module was too short and if it was to be done again, it should be lengthened, as there is a lot to cover. "It seemed a bit rushed for me" (Cathal). "I think personally a bit longer" (Michelle). A suggestion was put forward that a course during the summer could be considered as part of continuous professional development for teachers however, doubts were raised as to whether teachers would attend. The recommendation made was that it would be better to conduct the training during pre-service as you can influence their attitude toward teaching it,

"Ye would be aswel to make the courses here where you already have the people coming through that you already have getting them in the mood to want to teach it and to teach it properly" (Amy).

"Why can't you incorporate it into a degree?" (Cathal).

Participants also commented on the numbers involved in the course and felt that for optimal learning, it should be kept to small numbers

"I like the way there are round tables, you couldn't be in the lecture theatres. It was so effective when we had 9 students" (Amy).

The answer was unanimous when asked if the course should continue as all answered affirmatively. They felt that a refresher course should be run and felt "because we all had such a good experience that we would come again" (Mary).

4. Discussion

Pre-service teachers’ exposure to health education elicited a positive response in this study. Participants indicated that their attitude changed to the subject once they became knowledgeable about what the subject entailed. The authors argue that in-service professional development of 40 hours is not enough to support or encourage all teachers to perceive they have a role in SPHE [18]. Generally, it is only those teachers who have agreed to teach SPHE attend this professional development. Therefore, opportunities to open up the minds of other teachers to the possibility of teaching the subject, or even supporting it through cross curricular links is lost through lack of exposure to the content and ethos of the subject. The literature identifies that teachers who have exposure to SPHE are more positively disposed to the subject [23]. This is why students need to be exposed to health education earlier, in fact, it should be done in initial teacher education. This is important, to promote a positive disposition to the subject and also to encourage them to see the role they can play in the affective development and holistic education of their students in school.

The module was taught using experiential teaching methodologies and this was done to raise students’ awareness of using these methodologies. It is also important because teacher educators should model the pedagogies they promote among their students. If experiential learning methodologies are promoted for the classroom, teacher educators should follow and model best practice in their teaching [24].

Through participation in this module, students came to appreciate the value of health education and also the incorporation of the broader health promoting schools approach in their teaching. In order for student teachers to conceptualise what a Health Promoting School may look like, universities need to become health promoting settings, themselves [25]. It appears, however, that universities and colleges of education are faced with the same challenges presented to schools, in order to make their setting health promoting. These challenges include, time and resource constraints, competing curricula demands and a lack of shared commitment to the concept [25]. Teacher training colleges and universities need to work to overcome these barriers, to create health promoting universities that provide an example for student teachers [25]. Student teachers need to experience an alternative to what their own schooling experience may have been, in order for them to want to become involved in
organisational change as regards HP during their teaching career [25].

The majority of the students had no previous experience of the subject at any level and therefore, the majority were unaware of its benefits. Upon module completion however, students also saw the role they had in the overall development of the child and not merely as a subject specialist. More work needs to be done in initial teacher education around teacher identity, in order for student teachers to see their future roles as educators of the whole person and not limiting themselves to just their subject specialism. Before the module commenced the main reason the students planned to teach the subject was to gain employment, however, on completion, the reasons became more altruistic in nature including the value that school children could gain from the subject. It is evident from the data that exposure to SPHE changed the attitude of these pre-service teachers in a positive way.

The lack of status afforded to SPHE was a particular concern of the student teachers and they believed SPHE required a professional qualification. By including SPHE on the teacher education curriculum, it raises the profile of SPHE and enthuses students about the subject, so that when they are employed in schools, they can advocate for SPHE and in doing so, raise the status of SPHE within schools. PE and SPHE are both concerned with health and well-being. Both are suffering from a lack of status in schools. The participants in this study were pre-service PE teachers and they believed that the content was definitely relevant to their future roles as PE teachers, indicating significant overlap with their own subject. The authors advocate that a shared model of implementation of SPHE and PE would be a positive move forward where cross curricular links could be more easily facilitated. This would further encourage collaboration among school staff.

Through completion of the module participants’ confidence in teaching the subject increased and they became more open to teaching the subject in schools [13]. Universities need to prioritise health education for teacher training and it needs to be integrated into the pre-service teacher education curriculum [18]. Teaching an introductory module of SPHE needs more time allocation than six weeks as there is a broad range of content and pedagogy to be explored, as identified by participants. This pilot module was simply a taster for students. There are differing opinions as to whether HP should feature prominently in compulsory modules or if HP should be integrated as an interdisciplinary principle of teaching and learning [25]. This is, however, very much context dependent.

The authors contend that health education on the Irish teacher education curriculum should feature as at least one full module for twelve weeks in duration and should be offered to all students. In this way it would at least fulfil the policy directive that “all teachers are teachers of SPHE” [10] and at minimum all are aware of the subject, its content and pedagogy. This would also open up the discursive spaces for teachers to be able to make cross curricular links between their subject and SPHE which is also an underlying principle of SPHE currently. However, the authors also argue that teaching SPHE requires a certain disposition and interest that all teachers may not possess. Therefore, while the module of twelve weeks is recommended for all pre-service teachers, an additional opportunity to specialise for the people who are interested in teaching the subject should also be provided. This would require a paradigm shift amongst policy makers, such as the Department of Education and Skills and the Teaching Council, in which they would recognise and promote SPHE as an important subject requiring an initial teacher education qualification. In order for SPHE to gain parity of esteem amongst post primary teachers it requires a professional qualification. The optimal situation would be that SPHE is streamed within undergraduate teacher education provision so that students engage with SPHE as a subject in tandem with their cognate discipline.

5. Conclusion

A positive disposition towards SPHE was encouraged and promoted by providing student teachers with exposure to health education during initial teacher education. Therefore, the authors suggest that health education should be incorporated into all teacher training courses in order to raise student teachers’ awareness of the health education curriculum as well as encouraging broader involvement in the HPS initiative. Students should have exposure and the opportunity to experience personally, the active methodologies that are encouraged in health education, so as to increase their confidence and skills in experiential and active learning. For too long, pressure has been put on schools to solve the health crises of society, without effectively supporting teachers in this regard. Teacher education has a key role to play here and the first step must be to make space on the teacher education curriculum for health education and holistic education, and for teacher education to move from lip service to real and effective practice.

6. Limitations

No generalisations can be made due to the small sample size in the study. Another limitation was that the module was only conducted with one subject discipline of teachers, who potentially are more
positively exposed to health education by the nature of their discipline of Physical Education. The module should be conducted with student teachers across various subjects in initial teacher education to see if similar results are achieved.
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